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Preface
Market Needs

- Changes in legal reporting and its layout is now more frequent
- Customers demand for specific reporting not covered under localization
- Customers want to have these reports ready in very short time
- Customers ask for complicated reporting that collects data from various master data tables
Delivery Challenge

- Localization scope still limited to legal reporting
- Customer specific requirement cannot be included
- It takes long time to deliver updates for one country
- Hard to prioritize the demand as we are covering the whole MENA region
- Even simple layout modifications must go through localization support
One Utility for All

- A utility that can help customer to meet his needs explained
- A utility that can help all customers in all MENA region
- Simplified steps to create complicated reports with different layouts (ALV or Adobe)
Report Generation Utility
Utility Scope

Introduction:
A utility which will help all SAP customers to build employee specific letter/report from SAP system effortlessly in different output formats.

Output Formats:
1. List/ALV Only
2. List with Word document.
3. List with Smart Form
4. List with Adobe Form
Solution Delivery details

Delivered via SAP Note 2174367

Important Documents:

1. Steps to create List/ALV only reports
2. Steps to create List With Word Document reports
3. Steps to create List With Adobe/Smart Forms
4. User manual for complete solution detail
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